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Date:         /       /       (yy/mm/dd) 

To the Dean of Graduate School of XXXXX 
Degree program: Course / Thesis Degree：Ph.D. （ Doctor of XXXXX ） 

Name  

Date of issuance          /       /       (yy/mm/dd) (Scheduled) 

Thesis title 
Please write the 
Thesis title in 
Japanese in the 
brackets. 

                                                      
(                                       ) 

Japanese title in 
katakana 

※Please fill in the Japanese title or the Japanese translation of the English 
title in full-width katakana. 

e.g. 4 カイマクカンツウタンパクシツ IP39 

Address after 
obtaining degree 

Address: 
 
Tel:           E-mail: 

 
*Tick the appropriate boxes (□) below and fill in the required blank(s).  
 
☑ [Available to publish full text] 

I have confirmed the right to publish my entire doctoral thesis online.  
* Upon publication of the full text, in case of specific conditions designated by the publisher, etc., 
please also submit those relevant documents. 
☑ [Request to suspend publication of thesis] 

Due to the reason(s) below, I request suspension of doctoral thesis online publication. 
 

If and when the reason to suspend the doctoral thesis publication ceases to apply, the 
designated report (Form 11) will be submitted without fail. 

 

Diploma 
No. 

※University use 

 Reason for suspension Form 11 should 
be submitted: 

☑Book 
publication  

☑Already published, or scheduled to be published in 
[Month], [Year]. Unable to publish until [Month], [Year] 
due to copyright policy violation. 

Immediately 
after available 
date of thesis 
publication. 

□Already published. However, it is impossible to confirm 
the publisher’s copyright policies.  

At the same time 
as this form 
(Form 10). 

☑Scheduled to be published in [Month], [Year]. However, 
it is impossible to confirm the publisher’s copyright 
policies. 

Immediately 
after the book 
publication date. 
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☑ [Request to publish thesis summary] 

Due to the following reasons, I would like to publish a summary of the thesis on the 
internet instead of the full text.  

Unavoidable 
reasons for not 
publishing full 
text of doctoral 
thesis 
 

(Please describe the reason in detail) 

(Example 1) In cases where publication of doctoral thesis is impossible due to violation of 
publisher’s copyright in book publication and/or academic journal publication. 

(Example 2) In cases where doctoral thesis cannot be published on the internet due to reasons 
of expression, such as physical limitation of the material content from which the 
thesis has been made. 

☑Academic 
journal and 
other 
publications 

□Already published, or scheduled to be published in 
[Month], [Year].  Unable to publish until [Month], 
[Year] due to copyright policy violation. 

Immediately 
after available 
date of thesis 
publication. 

☑Already published. However, it is impossible to confirm 
the publisher’s copyright policies. 

At the same time 
as this form 
(Form 10). 

□Scheduled to be published in [Month], [Year]. However, 
it is impossible to confirm the publisher’s copyright 
policies. 

Immediately 
after the 
publication date 
of academic 
journal and other 
publications. 

□Scheduled to submit. 

Immediately 
after the 
publication date 
of academic 
journal and other 
publications. 

☑Patent 
and utility 
model 
application 

☑Scheduled for patent application or currently under 
examination. (Before disclosure of patent content) 
[Application date (scheduled): [Month], [Year]] 

Immediately 
after the 
disclosure date of 
patent content. 

□Scheduled for utility model application or currently 
under examination. 

 [Application date (scheduled): [Month], [Year]] 

Immediately 
after the 
registration date. 

☑Others 

(Please describe the reason in detail) The day when the 
reason to suspend 
the publication of 
doctoral thesis 
ceases. 


